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ABSTRACT
In this paper we discuss the feasibility of employing keystroke
dynamics to perform user verification on mobile phones.
Specifically, after having introduced a new statistical classi-
fier, we analyze the discriminative capabilities of the features
extracted from the acquired patterns, in order to determine
which ones guarantee the best authentication performances.
The effectiveness of using template selection techniques for
keystroke verification is also investigated.
The obtained experimental results indicate that the pro-

posed method can be effectively employed to authenticate
mobile phones users, even in operational contexts where the
number of enrollment acquisition is kept low.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the huge developments in wireless networks wit-

nessed in the last decade, and to the parallel decrease of
both connection prices and devices costs, cellular phones and
personal digital assistants (PDA) are nowadays used by bil-
lions of people for many different applications, ranging from
multimedia messaging to financial transactions. However,
the vast majority of currently available mobile devices still
uses weak authentication mechanisms based on passwords or
PINs, which do not ensure an appropriate security level for
the access to the stored information and to the available ser-
vices. It is worth pointing out that the need of guaranteeing
secure data access represents an issue of paramount impor-
tance especially when dealing with mobile devices, which
may be easily lost or stolen because of their small sizes, and
which are often lent to other people, being thus exposed to
possible surreptitious uses [1].
In order to improve the security of mobile devices, the use

of biometrics [2] has been recently proposed as automatic
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recognition strategy. A biometric based recognition system
relies on the use of attributes derived from physiological (fin-
gerprint, face, iris, etc.) or behavioral (voice, signature, etc.)
characteristics of the user himself to perform recognition.
Therefore such data are much more difficult to be forgotten,
lost, stolen, copied or forged than traditional identifiers like
PINs or tokens.

Face and fingerprints are examples of biometric data al-
ready proposed to offer highly secure access control on smart-
phones [3], [4]. Also iris recognition has been employed for
the security of mobile phones, as in [5]. In order to perform
biometric recognition according to these modalities, an extra
device has to be normally integrated into a mobile phone not
already equipped with a finger scanner or an infrared cam-
era, thus increasing the overall hardware costs. Moreover,
users tend to be reluctant to provide biometrics such as fin-
gerprints or irises, especially when the need for security is
not significantly felt, and the use of biometrics like face or
iris requires large memory volumes and computing power.

Keystroke dynamics verification is based on how a user
types at a terminal equipped with a keyboard, which may
belong to a personal computer, or be a generic interface
equipped with keys which can be pressed [6], [7], [8], [9].
With respect to biometric modalities such as fingerprints,
or iris, keystroke dynamics allows performing recognition on
mobile devices without requiring any additional dedicated
hardware. Moreover, it may require limited storage and
computational resources, and its users’ acceptability is very
high.

Keystroke authentication can be classified as either static
or continuous. The first refers to keystroke analysis per-
formed only at specific times, for example during a login
process, while the analysis of the typing rhythm is performed
continuously during a whole session when the latter is ap-
plied, thus providing a tool to also detect user substitution
after a successful login. [8]. The effectiveness of keystroke
dynamics as an authentication characteristic for traditional
computer keyboards has been deeply investigated [10], [11],
[12]. However, a comparable effort has not been devoted yet
to applications dealing with keypads used in mobile hand-
sets or in ATMs. Some preliminary studies have been per-
formed in [13] where a traditional keyboard is substituted
by four pairs of IR transmitters and receivers. A biometric
verification system tailored to ATM user authentication was
proposed in [14], where keystroke motion is analyzed when
typing a four-digit PIN code. Moreover, a keystroke verifica-
tion system based on numeric-pad inputs has been proposed
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in [15].
The different layout, the use of smaller keys, the keys

shape and the key response to the applied pressure make the
keystroke analysis for mobile handset keypads significantly
different from the one performed over traditional keyboards.
The feasibility of applying keystroke dynamics verification to
mobile devices has been first analyzed in [16] with a neural
networks-based approach, which has been further extended
in [17] by analyzing the feed-forward multi-layered percep-
tron network, the radial basis function network and the gen-
eralized regression neural network. However, mobile devises
may lack the computing power necessary to employ a neural
network-based processing on the device itself [18]. In such
cases, it would be preferable to resort to statistical classifiers
like the one proposed in [19]. A user-dependent statistical
classifier, able to perform matching with low computational
complexity and execution time, has also been proposed by
the authors in [20]. Moreover, the use of artificial rhythms
to improve authentication performance has been discussed in
[21], while the use of pressure information, derived from the
pressed area for keystrokes’ acquisition in devices equipped
with touch screens, has been exploited in [22].
In this paper we focus on keystroke biometrics within the

framework of secure user authentication using mobile de-
vices. Specifically, we propose a statistical approach able to
guarantee good verification rates when the number of enroll-
ment acquisitions is low, which represents a common practi-
cal operational scenario. We also provide an analysis on the
discriminative capabilities of the features usually extracted
from a keystroke dynamics acquisition. Moreover, the appli-
cation of template selection methods to keystroke recogni-
tion on mobile handsets is also investigated. The proposed
approach for keystroke dynamics verification is presented in
Section 2. Specifically, Section 2.1 illustrates the enrollment
procedure, while the considered template selection methods
are outlined in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 then details the au-
thentication phase of the proposed approach. The experi-
mental results are presented in Section 3, while conclusions
are eventually drawn in Section 4.

2. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, the proposed keystroke-based recognition

system, tailored to cellular phones, is illustrated. The ap-
proach relies on the analysis of keystroke dynamics referred
to static text input using mobile phone keypads. Specifi-
cally, it is assumed that the timestamps generated by the
mobile phone, and related to press and release events of a
key, can be acquired and processed. With reference to Fig-
ure 1, where “P” represents a press event and “R” represents
a release event, the following feature vectors, representing
latency intervals, can be derived from any acquisition con-
sisting of K pressed keys:

• time interval between the stroke of the i-th key and
the release of the same key, namely fPR(i);

fPR = [fPR(1), fPR(2), · · · , fPR(K)], (1)

• time interval between the stroke of the i-th key and
the stroke of the successive key, namely fPP (i);

fPP = [fPP (1), fPP (2), · · · , fPP (K − 1)], (2)

Figure 1: Keystroke dynamics events.

• time interval between the release of the i-th key and
the stroke of the successive key, namely fRP (i);

fRP = [fRP (1), fRP (2), · · · , fRP (K − 1)], (3)

• time interval between the release of the i-th key and
the release of the successive key fRR(i).

fRR = [fRR(1), fRR(2), · · · , fRR(K − 1)]. (4)

As it will be shown in Section 3, the features listed in (1)-
(4) are characterized by different discriminative capabilities.
A discussion will be provided in Section 3.

In the proposed method, each acquired dynamics is there-
fore represented through a set of feature vectors fδ, with δ ∈
∆ ⊆ {PR,PP,RP,RR}, where ∆ is a subset of {PR,PP,RP,
RR}, containing only those features which guarantee the
best verification performances.

2.1 Enrollment
In the enrollment phase, a number E of keystroke dynam-

ics are acquired for each user u. Let us indicate with fδu,e
the δ-feature vector derived from the e-th acquisition of user
u. The enrolled acquisitions are then pairwise compared be-
tween them, by computing the distances D(fδu,e, f

δ
u,i), with

{e, i} = 1, 2, . . . , E, for each feature δ ∈ ∆. The employed
distance D(·, ·) has to be normalized with respect to the
length of the considered vectors. As it will be outlined in
Section 3, we have considered two possible definitions for
the distance scores D(·, ·). The first one is the Manhattan
(or L1) distance DL1(·, ·)

DL1(f
δ
u,e, f

δ
u,i)=


1

K

K∑
k=1

|fδ
u,e(k)− fδ

u,i(k)|, δ = PR,

1

K − 1

K−1∑
k=1

|fδ
u,e(k)− fδ

u,i(k)|, δ=PP,RP,RR,

(5)
and the second one is the Euclidean (or L2) distanceDL2(·, ·)

DL2(f
δ
u,e, f

δ
u,i)=


1

K

K∑
k=1

[fδ
u,e(k)− fδ

u,i(k)]
2, δ = PR,

1

K − 1

K−1∑
k=1

[fδ
u,e(k)− fδ

u,i(k)]
2, δ=PP,RP,RR.

(6)
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In order to characterize the keystroke variability of each
user, the following statistics can be evaluated for each la-
tency feature δ ∈ ∆:

• MINδ
u : mean value of the distances of each enrollment

acquisition to its nearest neighbor

MINδ
u =

1

E

E∑
e=1

min
i∈{1,...,E,}; i̸=e

D[fδu,e, f
δ
u,i]; (7)

• MAXδ
u : mean value of the distances of each enroll-

ment acquisition to its farthest neighbor

MAXδ
u =

1

E

E∑
e=1

max
i∈{1,...,E,}; i ̸=e

;D[fδu,e, f
δ
u,i]; (8)

• MEANδ
u : mean value of all the computed distances,

over all the enrollment acquisitions

MEANδ
u =

1

E

E∑
e=1

1

E − 1

E∑
i=1;i̸=e

D[fδu,e, f
δ
u,i]; (9)

• TEMP δ
u : mean value of the distances of each enroll-

ment acquisition to the“template keystroke dynamics”,
defined as the acquisition with minimum average dis-
tance to all the other ones, and identified by the index
tu

TEMP δ
u =

1

E

E∑
e=1;e̸=tu

D[fδu,e, f
δ
u,tu ]. (10)

The values in (7)-(10) have to be stored together with
the feature vectors fδu,e, with δ ∈ ∆, extracted from the E
acquisitions.

2.2 Template Selection
As described in Section 2.1, multiple templates have to

be recorded in a database for each user, in order to account
for the variability of his biometric data. Template selection
refers to the process of determining, from a given set of avail-
able biometric acquisitions, which are the best suited to rep-
resent the collected data and the statistics of the considered
users’ biometrics. The selection can be usually performed
during the enrollment phase to guarantee high verification
performances, while saving memory space and reducing the
processing time required to perform authentication.
In this paper we take into account four different approaches

to perform template selection, and apply them to keystroke
dynamics. Let us indicate with E the number of templates
which have to be selected out of the N available ones. The
first approach is based on a minimum distance criteria and
referred to as MDIST [23]: the set of theN available keystroke
acquisitions is sorted according to their average distance
from the other ones, and then the E dynamics corresponding
to the smallest average distances are selected as representa-
tive for the user. The employed rationale consists in choos-
ing the templates that exhibit maximum similarity with the
others, thus representing typical data measurements. The
Greedy Maximum Match Scores (GMMS) [24] tries to min-
imize the overall distance between the set of the E selected

templates and the set of the N − E non employed acquisi-
tions. Also in this case, the samples having maximum match
scores with the left acquisition are considered to be the most
representative. As it will be shown in Section 3, we have
proposed a modification of both the MDIST and the GMMS
algorithm to obtain significative results for keystroke dynam-
ics.

Eventually, we also consider two different clustering algo-
rithms to perform biometric template selection. The first
one is the agglomerative complete link clustering approach,
employed in the DEND method in [23] to select the E pro-
totypes which better represent the variability observed in a
user’s data. As described in [23], this algorithm can be prone
to the selection of outliers, if present in the original set of
acquisitions. Also the fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm
[25], employed in [26] to perform template selection for sig-
nature biometrics, is here investigated with application to
keystroke analysis.

2.3 Authentication
During the authentication phase, a subject ũ claims the

identity of a user u by typing his password. The keystroke
dynamics is then compared to the E reference acquisitions
belonging to the claimed identity, by computing the dis-
tances D(fδu,e, f

δ
ũ), with e = 1, 2, . . . , E, for each feature

δ ∈ ∆. The following normalized distances are then com-
puted:

MIN =
1

∥∆∥
∑
δ∈∆

mine=1,...,E D[fδu,e, f
δ
ũ]

MINδ
u

, (11)

MAX =
1

∥∆∥
∑
δ∈∆

maxe=1,...,E D[fδu,e, f
δ
ũ]

MAXδ
u

, (12)

MEAN =
1

∥∆∥
∑
δ∈∆

∑E
e=1 D[fδu,e, f

δ
ũ]

MEANδ
u

, (13)

TEMP =
1

∥∆∥
∑
δ∈∆

D[fδu,tu , f
δ
ũ]

TEMP δ
u

. (14)

The distances computed according to (11)-(14) can be
compared to a threshold, or combined before performing
such comparison, in the decision stage of the authentica-
tion system, in order to determine if subject ũ corresponds
to the queried identity u. The performances achievable with
the proposed metrics are discussed in Section 3.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Several experimental tests have been conducted to analyze

the proposed keystroke dynamics-based verification system
for mobile phones. As in [20], we focus our attention on the
use of alphabetical passwords, which have so far received
much less attention than numerical ones. It should be no-
ticed that the two cases are quite different: for the majority
of mobile devices a character generation involves the pressure
of a key several times, whereas this is not the case for typ-
ing numbers. A database consisting of six passwords, each
ten character long, with a number K of key press/release
events comprised between 20 and 26, has been collected us-
ing a Nokia 6680 mobile phone. The employed device is
characterized by a clock frequency of 1 KHz, a dimension of
108.4×55.2×20.5 mm, and a keypad area limited to 33×20
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Metrics E = 7 E = 8 E = 9 E = 10

MIN 17.06 16.86 16.19 15.97
MAX 18.48 18.10 17.72 17.16
MEAN 15.98 15.70 15.15 14.74
TEMP 18.29 17.55 17.08 16.69

MIN +MEAN 16.04 15.91 15.34 15.06
MIN +MAX+ 16.26 15.80 15.53 15.06
MEAN + TEMP

Table 1: EERs (in %) obtained by using different
statistics to perform verification.

mm. Each key has an approximate dimension 11 × 5 mm,
although the keys’ shape is not perfectly rectangular. The
Nokia 6680 mobile phone features a standard keypad with
12 buttons. No predictive text technology, like the Text on 9
keys (T9) method, has been employed when writing the pass-
words. It can be assumed that the verification rates reported
hereafter could be reached also with devices having compa-
rable dimensions and characteristics. The collected database
contains acquisitions taken from forty users having an age
range between 25 and 40 years, which have donated each
password 20 times during four distinct sessions. Each user
has waited 10 minutes between each session and the next one.
The available dataset therefore comprises 40 · 20 · 6 = 4800
different acquisitions. The subjects trained themselves by
typing each password only five times before performing en-
rollment. Therefore, since the database is collected with-
out allowing the subjects to extensively train themselves,
the considered scenario results to be extremely challenging
for the analyzed authentication methods. It is also worth
pointing out that if a user is mistaken in typing a pass-
word, the attempt is discarded: in fact, we assume that the
keystroke-based authentication is only used as a password
hardening mechanism. The available database has been then
split into an enrollment set, composed by the first 10 acquisi-
tions of each user and used for enrollment purposes, and into
an authentication set, containing the remaining acquisitions
of each user, and used to estimate the verification perfor-
mances. The reported statistics have been estimated while
considering 2400 different authentication processes made by
genuine users, and an equal number of forgeries attempts.
The first test has been performed to determine which dis-

tance D(·, ·) should be employed to achieve the best verifi-
cation performances. According to the performed tests, we
observed that the L1 norm in (5) always guarantees better
results than the L2 one in (6). For example, when using
all the first E = 10 acquisitions of each user for enrollment,
the entire feature set ∆ = {PR,PP,RP, RR} for template
representation, and the MEAN score in (13) during the au-
thentication process, an Equal Error Rate (EER) of 14.74%
is obtained with DL1(·, ·), against an EER equal to 19.68%
achieved with DL2(·, ·).
We then performed tests to determine which metrics, among

those listed in (11)-(14), are the best suited for verifica-
tion purposes. Table 1 reports the EERs obtained by per-
forming authentication using the distances in (11)-(14), or
combination of them, to perform verification, while keeping
∆ = {PR,PP,RP,RR}, and using the L1 norm to compute
the distances. The first E = 7, 8, 9, 10 acquisitions of the
enrolled set of each user are kept for enrollment. It is worth

∆ E = 7 E = 8 E = 9 E = 10

PP 17.76 17.38 16.85 16.29
RP 19.28 18.87 18.43 18.07
RR 18.31 17.70 17.18 16.81
PR 24.15 23.60 23.29 22.87

{PP, PR} 14.78 14.44 14.07 13.59
{RP,PR} 15.09 14.80 14.30 13.87

{PP,RR,PR} 15.43 15.09 14.58 14.21
{PP, PR,RP,RR} 15.98 15.70 15.15 14.74

Table 2: EERs (in %) obtained by using different
sets of latency features.

reporting that, following the approach proposed in [27] for
signature recognition, we also performed tests by employ-
ing a Bayes Classifier, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), as
well as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in conjunction
with the metrics given in (11)-(14), in order to improve the
authentication performances. However, the obtained verifi-
cation results do not outperform those obtained by using the
MEAN statistics, which produces the best achieved EERs
and it is therefore employed hereafter.

The discriminative capabilities of the features employed to
represent a keystroke dynamics acquisition have also been
analyzed. Table 2 reports a selection comprising the best
EERs achieved when performing tests using different sets ∆
of features. The best performances are obtained when select-
ing ∆ = {PP, PR} as feature set. It is worth noticing that
{RP,PR} has been employed in [28] as feature set for Hid-
den Markov Models-based keystroke recognition on numeri-
cal PC keyboards, while it has been found to not guarantee
optimal performances in our scenarios.

A comparison between the approach here proposed and
the user-dependent method presented in [20] has also been
performed, and the results are shown in Figure 2. The fea-
ture set ∆ = {PP, PR} has been used for both methods,
having verified with experimental results that it represents
the best choice also for the user-dependent approach in [20].
As evident from the obtained performances, the proposed ap-
proach performs better than the one proposed in [20] when a
limited number of acquisitions is captured in the enrollment
stage. This makes the proposed approach more suitable for
practical scenarios. The proposed approach has the same
performance of the user-dependent approach in [20] when
using all the E = 10 acquisitions of the enrollment set of
each user. Such behavior has been confirmed when consid-
ering passwords with less than 10 characters. This scenario
has been analyzed by truncating the collected passwords,
and then using the resulting words for enrollment and au-
thentication. Figure 3 shows the performances obtained for
E ∈ {5, 7, 10}, while varying the number of employed char-
acters.

Eventually, we have verified the improvements achievable
when the template selection approaches presented in Section
2.2 are applied to the keystroke dynamics scenario. Specif-
ically, for these tests we have employed an enrollment set
composed by N = 12 randomly selected acquisitions of each
user, and defined an authentication set with the remaining
acquisitions. We have then performed template selection
over the enrollment set of each user, in order to determine
the E templates to be used for enrollment purposes, and
compared the performances obtained over the authentica-
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Figure 2: EERs (in %) with respect to the number
E of enrollment acquisitions.

tion set with those achieved by randomly selecting E tem-
plates from the enrollment set. This latter random selection
has been performed 20 times to average the obtained results,
while the original division in enrollment and authentication
sets has been performed 30 times in different ways.
The EERs computed after all the iterations are reported in

Fig. 4. A significant improvement is noticed when using the
template selection approaches described in Section 2.2, with
respect to random selection. Specifically, the fuzzy C-means
approach provides the best results for E ≤ 7, although its
behavior is not stable. The MDIST and the DEND methods
performs better for E > 7. It is worth reporting that the
performances obtained with the fuzzy C-means approach are
strongly dependent on the choice of the exponential weight
which controls the clusters’ degree of fuzziness and, due to
its fuzzy nature, can produce varying results also when using
the same parameters.
The detailed behavior of the False Acceptance Rate (FAR)

with respect to the False Rejection Rate (FRR) for different
values of E, for a system using the MDIST template selection
approach, is also reported in Figure 5.
As already mentioned, it is worth pointing out that we

have modified the MDIST and GMMS methods had to be
modified to provide performances better than those obtained
with random selection: for the MDIST approach, the tem-
plates with the largest distance from the others have been
selected, while in GMMS we had to maximize the overall
distance between the set of selected and non-selected tem-
plates. The rationale behind such modifications relies on the
fact that, in the considered scenario, the acquisitions carry-
ing distinctive information contribute to the authentication
process better than those which reinforce the already esti-
mated statistics.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a keystroke dynamics-

based verification method with application to mobile phones.
Specifically, we have introduced a new statistical classifier for
keystroke recognition, and analyzed the verification perfor-
mances achievable when varying the employed distance, the
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Figure 3: EERs (in %) with respect to the number
of employed characters.

considered statistics, the extracted feature set, as well as the
number of enrollment acquisitions and the number of char-
acters in the used passwords. Moreover, the benefits coming
from the use of template selection strategies have also been
discussed.

The obtained verification results indicates that the pro-
posed approach can be effectively employed as a password-
hardening mechanism for cellular phones, even in operational
contexts where the number of stored acquisitions is kept low.
However, they also show that if a strong secure authenti-
cation scheme for mobile devices is needed, it cannot rely
exclusively on keystroke dynamics.
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